The Muirfield Champion?
Let me guess!

We are halfway through the "Major" season and, what do you know, Tiger Woods is halfway to the Grand Slam. It is used to be considered all but an impossibility. The original Grand Slam, as completed by Bobby Jones, in 1930, comprised the US Amateur, US Open, British Amateur and Open Championship, but only Ben Hogan had previously got close to the modern day slam of Masters, US Open, The Open Championship and USPGA Championship winning three and, in the second of those in 1953, he returned nearly a year late in time to play in the USPGA. Tiger has made the impossible, seem possible, even probable.

He became the only man to hold all four at the same time when he won the 2000 US Open, Open Championship and USPGA Championship with only the Masters in 2001 but some, not me I hasten to add, considered this to be an "imperfect" Slam as they hadn't been won in the same calendar year.

This year, having perhaps suffered a mental reaction to that imperfect Slam and gone a few Majors without winning, he is back on form and has already clinched the Masters and the US Open and he will tee up at Muirfield as overwhelming favourite.

That is not just because of his phenomenal ability but the fact that, even those who would consider themselves to be closest to him in terms of talent - Duval, Mickelson, Garcia and Els - seem to capitalise when they, perhaps go head to head against the Tiger in a Major.

So is he a guaranteed winner at Muirfield, a course where the cream has invariably risen to the top? Well no, golf is probably the only sport where the top player in the world loses far more tournament finals than he wins - a wonderful season, even for the likes of Jack Nicklaus, would always have considered this to be an "imperfect" Slam as they hadn't been won in the same calendar year.

In setting it up, BIGGA's Board of Management is looking to generate fresh ideas and proposals on the way forward for both the Association and the profession and to secure greater member input. The Sub-Committee is set to meet twice a year under the chairmanship of Elliott Small and its members will embrace modern technology to try and work as groups between meetings on agreed topics. The first topics being considered are the Development of the Profession, Education and Training and Communication with the Industry and the Game. Recommendations from the Sub-Committee will be subject to Board of Management consideration and approval.

Members are welcome to convey their individual views to members of the Sub-Committee on the above or any other relevant topics. Members of the Sub-Committee are: Elliot Small, Chairman - Tulliallan Golf Club, Richard Andrews - Highgate Golf Club, James Braithwaite - Long Ashton Golf Club, Andy Campbell MC - GGCS, De Vere Carden Park, Jonathan Cleland - Helensburgh Golf Club, Euan Grant - St Andrews, Duncan McIlvray - Potters Bar Golf Club, Billy McMillan - Mannings Heath Golf Club, Huw Morgan MG - Wildernesse Golf Club, Andrew Pledger - The Hertfordshire Golf Club, John Ross - Lakeham Golf Club, Peter Wisbey - Woodhall Spa Golf Club.

A unique treble for Kingsdown GC

Members, staff, family and friends gathered recently at Kingsdown Golf Club to celebrate a unique treble. The Club, which was founded in 1881 and is the second oldest club in the West of England, was celebrating yet another ground breaking record:

Two of the Green staff have already served over 25 years, and Mark Ford, appointed Head Greenkeeper in 1989, was celebrating the completion of his 25 years service. Led by Club Captain, David Rawstrone, tributes were paid to Mark and his staff and it was clear that such collective loyalty has played a major part in ensuring the reputation of Kingsdown as one of the premier courses in Wiltshire.

Mark, who joined Kingsdown when he left school in Corsham, trained at Lackham and Cannington Colleges and is a fully Qualified Greenkeeper and NVQ Assessor for the Institute of Greenkeeping. He was runner-up in the national Greenkeeper of the Year competition in 1997.

Charterhouse maps out its future in detail

Philip Threadgold, a founding Director of Charterhouse Turf Machinery, has announced plans for the company's future development and expansion.

Philip, who for the last five years has been working for the company's parent, Redexim Charterhouse, setting up the North American operation, took over at the helm of Charterhouse this January.

Speaking at a press lunch in The Reform Club, London Philip said, "Charterhouse Turf Machinery should be seen as a group of four mini-companies operating within the grounds care and landscaping sphere. As with any diverse operation, some people only know us for one of our ranges or products. We are strongly associated with the Verti-Drain, which has become a generic term for deep aeration, but in fact we have no less than 60 other products in the Professional Turf Machinery Division! We aim to project an image that better reflects our breadth and depth, which means significant, positive changes. That's why we feel as if we're looking far ahead to the 22nd Century."

He has already implemented plans to move Charterhouse forward, while maintaining operational control of Redexim Charterhouse USA.

"My job, aided by my dedicated staff, is to integrate and maximise our resources, and exceed customer expectations. I have modified our field staff operation, so that sales people are now responsible for all products within their regions, rather than covering the whole country with just one line, as before. This means dealers see only one representative instead of three, and maximises efficiency. Our staff also relish their additional responsibilities."
Golf's Environmental role gets boost from Minister

Scottish Golf took another step forward as the European leader in the field of environmental management of golf courses at Gleneagles Hotel recently.

The event was organised by the Scottish Golf Environment Group, where the Deputy Minister for Environment and Rural Development, Allan Wilson announced a new strategy for Golf and the Environment. The Group is funded by Scottish Natural Heritage, the SGU, the R&A and the Scottish Greenbelt Foundation.

"Scotland is endowed with over 350 golf courses - areas of permanent green space within cities, in green-belts, along our coastlines, buffering nature reserves. These golf courses provide a very important function in the conservation of Scotland's rich natural heritage. In many cases they do this by their very presence, protecting areas from other forms of harder development. However, we are increasingly in need of golf courses to find ways to assist in the conservation of wildlife and habitats. We need Clubs to consider the needs of wildlife in their management and where possible to provide new habitats. I am pleased to say that many golf courses are taking this forward," said the Minister.

He went on to say that on the evidence of previous work, and the content of the new strategy; the golfing sector in Scotland was a leader in the field of environmental management.

During the day the Minister, along with representatives from the main golfing and environmental organisations in Scotland, reinforced this message that golf courses can be developed and managed in harmony with nature - for the benefit of golfers.

Duncan Weir of the R&A also gave a presentation which recognised the ongoing support of the R&A. Following the launch of the Strategy, Environmental Excellence Awards were presented to four courses: Mortonhall Golf Club, Edinburgh; The Duke's Course, St Andrews, Fife; Pampherton Golf Club, West Lothian and Fortrose and Rosemarkie Golf Club, Invernesshire.

They followed on from Elmwood, Glenelgues, Kilmacolm and Linlithgow who were among the first 12 in Europe to receive the Award in 2001.

The Environmental Awards are both a national and international award through the links between the Scottish Golf Environment Group and Committed to Green. It means that when awards are made in Scotland they are to a standard that is matched across Europe.

Many other courses across Scotland and throughout Europe are now working towards this standard. Cochrane Castle, Peebles and Ritho Park Golf Clubs received Environmental Certificates in recognition of their progress.

Details of the criteria to be met and further information on the Scottish Golf Environment Group can be obtained from Jonathan Smith on 0131 660 9480 or e-mail: scots.golf.wildlife@virgin.net

Myerscough Foundation Degree in Sportsturf Science

Continuing its tradition of innovation in the development and delivery of education and training in sportsturf, Myerscough College, near Preston in Lancashire, has successfully validated a new two year foundation degree in Sportsturf Science and Golf Course Management.

Building on the success of its well established Higher National Diploma, the Sportsturf Department at Myerscough will offer the Foundation Degree from this September. Underpinned by a sandwich placement period, the qualification is targeted at those individuals seeking to develop operational, technical and managerial careers in sportsturf.

Crucially, the course will allow successful candidates to "top up" to Myerscough's full Degree award - already firmly established as the only specific sportsturf degree in the UK - with an additional year of study and two "new bridging modules" aimed at supporting those "Honours" year students undertaking sportsturf research.

Colin Stanfield, Sportsturf Programme Leader at Myerscough said, "We are extremely proud of our provision for Sportsturf here at Myerscough, and our students are provided with wonderful facilities. A new 2 hectare sportsturf trial site is currently under development here, which will allow our students to benefit from hands on experimental and research work in close collaboration with the industry".

John Deere awarded official supplier status

John Deere has been given official supplier status for the 2002 British Open at Muirfield. This means Deere is supplying course maintenance equipment for three of this year's major international golf tournaments in the UK – in addition to the Open, the Brabazon Course at The De Vere Belfry is being maintained by John Deere machines for both the Benson & Hedges International and the Ryder Cup.

John Deere's first Open as preferred machinery supplier was at last year's championship at Royal Lytham & St Annes. As part of a large fleet of course maintenance equipment, three of John Deere's new 3235B fairway mowers fitted with fairway tender conditioners (FTCs) were used without grass boxes, due to the efficiency of the FTC reels in cutting and collecting the fairway grass in one pass.

SW/Wales Course Management Trophies

These are being held at Cumberwell Park on August 7, Salisbury & South Wilts on August 31 and Tredgar Park on August 28. Entry is by invitation and if you have not received one and would like to enter please contact Paula Humphries on 01288 352194

Hayter's new MD

Derek N. Boulton is the new Managing Director at Hayter, taking over from the recently retired Tony Bourke. The appointment was announced by James C. Pelletier, CEO of Murray Inc.

The new MD has had wide experience in the automotive and diesel engine industries. He has held various senior positions with Cummins and Komatsu Cummins Engine Co. and has managed operations in the US, Africa and Japan among others. He served his mechanical engineering apprenticeship with British Leyland and holds Diplomas in Management Studies and Mechanical Engineering from Teeside Polytechnic and Bromsgrove College. In addition he received his MBA from INSEAD, Fontainebleau, one of Europe's leading business schools.

He is married with four sons and intends to relocate from the US to Bishop's Stortford at an early date. "The experience I have gained over the past 53 years" said Kim Macfie, Sales & Marketing Director of Hayter.

Royal Inverdavit GC... Strip Cartoonist of the Year www.tonyhusband.co.uk
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Old Tom watches over Textron delivery

The Grand Old Man of Golf, responsible for one of modern golf's most famous Grand Ole Twists, and architect of the Old Course at St Andrews, watched over the delivery of the new batch of mowers to the Home of Golf, today.

The mower was designed to support the highest level of course presentation, the St Andrews Links Trust, which is responsible for the six public links courses at St Andrews, has awarded a five-year equipment contract to Scottish Grass Machinery (SGM). The delivery of the new equipment was overseen by Old Tom Morris, played by actor David Joy, who was custodian of the Links at St Andrews for over 40 years until 1902.

The 50 St Andrews Links Trust greenkeepers still base their working practices and methods on the principles of Tom Morris. Morris was influential in developing the present shape and form of the Old and New Courses, and is remembered for using sand to encourage the fine grasses that characterise the world famous Links. It is this same turf that the SGM supported equipment has been brought in to maintain, with the machines being used to cut around 250 acres of fairways twice a week, with the grass ranging in height from 9mm to 14mm.

SGM will supply the Trust with 'a major package of equipment, including: Jacobsen LF3400 Fairway Mowers; Jacobsen AR250 Semi-Rough Finishing Mowers; Ransomes rotary mowers and trailed gang mowers; Ryan green and fairway aerators; Cushman general purpose trucksters and top dressers for greens and fairways. Gordon Moir, Links Superintendent at St Andrews Links Trust, said, "Through this agreement the Trust has secured the use of what we believe to be the best fairway mowers for our courses, the Jacobsen LF series, supported in the field by Scottish Grass Machinery personnel. We believe that the Trust has secured a deal which will benefit all golfers at St Andrews."

David McInroy, managing director, Scottish Grass Machinery, added, "It is a real feather in the Scottish Grass Machinery cap that our customer-focused approach in providing the right equipment, finance and maintenance packages has been rewarded with a significant new contract at the home of golf."

New National Turfgrass Conference

Cranfield University at Silsoe and the National Turfgrass Federation, a newly formed charitable trust, have united with the aim of funding research projects and raising awareness of turfgrass research, have joined forces to stage a major conference.

Entitled 'In Pursuit of Excellence', the conference will be held at the Southport Theatre and Floral Hall Complex, and the Prince of Wales Hotel in Southport from November 18-21.

Martyn Jones, originator of the NTF and organiser of the Conference, announced that, "The Conference has been designed to augment the education programmes provided by BIGGA and the IOG by focusing on the results of recent and current research into a wide range of turfgrass topics. Delegates from all backgrounds who wish to keep abreast of the latest developments will receive up-to-date information from internationally renowned researchers from both the universities and from across the world. This is the largest programme to date and will feature 25 speakers, sharing their research in 36 topics."

Among the line up of speakers are Dr Stephen Baker, Professor Joseph Vargas, Jr, Dr Alan Gane, Professor Al turquoise, Dr Kate Entwistle, Professor Karl Darneberger, Stanley Zontek, Professor Bill Adams and Professor Peter Dernoeden.

Presentations cover a range of subjects, including recent research from Northern Ireland, enhancing drainage rates by the use of electrokinetic geosynthetics, and details of a UK golf green construction specification. The effectiveness of plant growth regulators and the emergence of new diseases are other highly topical subjects.

Environmental management of links courses, and turfgrass stress management will be of particular interest to some greenkeepers. Turf managers who wish to undertake a range of research projects are invited to attend the Conference. Those who have attended similar conferences in the past will be aware of the tremendous knowledge that can be gained, not only directly from the presentations but also from socialising with the speakers and fellow delegates during out-of-conference hours. Greenkeepers will also have an opportunity to discuss 'The Vintage Years' with Walter Woods, OBE and Jack McMillan, MBE. In addition to the comprehensive learning programme, entertainment has been organised for each evening to help delegates and speakers relax in preparation for the following day," said Martyn.

For further details contact Martyn Jones on Tel. 01995 670675 or email: NTFoundation@aol.com

Promotion for Textron's Glynn

Glynn Patrick, who recently rejoined the Textron group as Sales Director for Europe, Middle East and Africa, has been appointed Executive Director, Sales and Marketing.

As part of this co-ordinated drive to achieve market domination of these sectors, his new post includes responsibility for Product Management and Communications & Promotions. He will also deputise for Managing Director, Steve Chicken when business commitments result, in his absence from the Ipswich head office.

"I am relishing the challenge of taking the business forward and building on the success of our corporate branding initiative where we have successfully positioned our orange Jacobsen equipment exclusively in the golf sector, while our green Ransomes brand provides a full range of specialised products for our municipal clients," said Glynn.

Email press releases and new product updates to; scott@bigga.co.uk
with practicality and when it comes we have a mag and that's because we've come in such a short time. Big-GA was formed at exactly the right time. GA was formed at exactly the right time. Dave Goodridge, Denbigh GC, says: "I work with many young (and often older) Greenkeepers who require encouragement to seek help if they perceive that they are stupid and should have learnt these skills when at school. Students the basics of the metric system so I can cover areas such as calibration later in the course. Many students do not know that they are architecturally flawed? Conroversial bunker issue receives response Andy Law's article "Shifting Sands" in May's Greenkeeper International raises some controversial issues. Firstly, why must bunkers be visible? Those attackers are obviously unaware of the fact that in one adult in the UK have some kind of literacy problem (Government figures). For Greenkeepers to accuse Ken of dumbing down is outrageous, how are we expected to encourage people to seek help if they perceive that they are stupid and should have learnt these skills when at school. Those with high levels of literacy who find such articles condescending should simply ignore them and get on with their own lives and not interfere with those who try to offer some small degree of help to others. I would like to end by saying, "Well done Ken", I hope you continue to offer support to those in our industry who are academically less able and in doing so raise the standard of education for all.

Andrew Wight, Lecturer in Greenkeeping Studies, Oaklands College, St. Albans Herts

Conversational bunker issue receives response Andy Law's article "Shifting Sands" in May's Greenkeeper International raises some controversial issues. Firstly, why must bunkers be visible? There are bunkers all over the world with blind bunkers: does this mean that they are architecturally flawed? And what about bunkers on our links courses that are basically holes with sand in the bottom? Secondly, I cannot agree that bunker sand should "be light in colour". May I suggest that the current desire for light sand was sparked by the high profile television coverage of American venues such as Augusta National. (Incidentally, this also increased the pressure on greenkeepers for faster and faster greens.) Up until about 20 years ago, there were very few inland golf courses in this country with light coloured sand. Personally, I would like to see a return to tan coloured sands which are not only less obtrusive, but conceal contamination better that light sands, and at the same time remaining perfectly visible to the golfer.

It never rains – it pours!

Last year, the Greenkeeping Support Team at the PGA Volvo Championship really earned their free shirt and cap in 2001 by slogging it out in 80 degrees plus. This year they were warm enough but manageable because they carried out their duties (as well as a rake and a squeegee) wearing waterproofs. It precipitated down!

Saturday wasn’t too bad, pretty wet but interspersed with sunny spells, but Sunday. Let me tell you about Sunday. The first ominous sign was when Craig Small, from Chris Kennedy’s Greenkeeping Team, delivered 30 squeegees to our tent. At first it seemed that Chris had been over cautious, early matches were returning with the squeegee being reported as “something extra to be carried and never to be used”.

Wishful thinking if ever I heard it! Sure enough it rained steadily for a while and then came the first downpour. Not too bad, just a hailstorm turning nicely to torrential rain. The greens however were up to it and only minimal work with the squeegees was needed. Play continued without a problem for about half an hour or so and then came the second tremendous downpour. Greens started to be awash, bunkers started to flood. Chris Kennedy and his Staff were magnificent. And so were the Support Team, no panic, just hard work at a speed. All available Members (those who had finished their matches) and anyone else available in our tent was armed with a squeegee and dispatched to distant parts of the course to drain bunkers and to keep the greens playable. I would add at this point that there wasn’t one single moan, even though wives and girl-friends were abandoned and everyone got on with it and helped.

The results stand for themselves, despite such rain the Championship finished more or less on time and the viewing public were hardly aware that there had been such problems. A brilliant achievement all round and I know that the PGA European Tour Tournament Director, David Garland, as well as Course Manager, Chris Kennedy, would like to use these columns to pass on their appreciation to the BtGGA Greenkeeping Support Team. Well Done!

Derek Farrington, South East RA

In agreement with Ronnie

Having read Ronnie Bunting’s article on environmental management in the April issue of Greenkeeper International I felt compelled to put pen to paper. I was particularly interested in Ronnie’s comments about fusarium and the “leaving it alone” as an option. I would like to say that leaving it alone is indeed a very good option. I have not sprayed fungicide on my greens for five years on the basis that it is a very expensive, harmful to the essential and beneficial microorganisms and labour intensive.

Ronnie is spot on in pointing these aspects out.

Once the decision to spray no fungicide had been made my club committee were informed and since then, advice has come from the club’s agronomy advisor. What I have observed is that when fusarium attacks come they have become less damaging with every passing year. I believe a sensible maintenance programme has had a strong impact, however, I also believe that the turf on my greens is fighting back and its natural immune system is getting stronger each year. What I do know is that, yes, my greens are left scarred but no more scarred that had I sprayed fungicide upon noticing the first disease patch. Because, as most of us know, if you haven’t sprayed before you see the first few patches, you’re only going to spray a curative treatment on your attack and this will not prevent scarring.

You can argue that your scarring will not be as widespread, but maybe, if you leave the disease alone and let the green’s natural defences work it may become strong enough not to need chemical support. It is an important point to remember, you can only prevent scarring if you apply preventative treatments and this means spraying well before any sign of disease.

Don’t be frightened of fusarium, leave it alone and be assured, greens do recover on their own and a sound maintenance programme does ensure as quick a return as possible to full grass coverage.

Andrew Phillips, Head Greenkeeper, Glynhrir GC

A sharper cutting cylinder produces healthier, stronger and more attractive grass...

To find out how Express Dual and Anglemaster, the world’s fastest mower grinders, dramatically improve your golf course, cut costs and save time...

call 01788 811600 today!

BERNHARD AND COMPANY LTD
Rugby England CV22 7DT email; info@bernhard.co.uk

www.bernhard.co.uk

If you've got an email account, and want to keep up to date with all the latest news and events from the turfcare industry, drop us an email, and we'll add you to our ever increasing list of online subscribers.

We'll then inform you of any forthcoming features and events via email.

Simply send an email to:

updates@bigga.co.uk

quoting your name and Membership number, and we'll do the rest...it's that easy!